# COVID-19 Coronavirus product enhancement summary

In this ever-changing landscape, nThrive continues to build a nimble and comprehensive response to COVID-19 Coronavirus through ongoing technology enhancements.

## Quick reference

### PRODUCTS AFFECTED | UPDATES MADE/IN PROGRESS | TARGET TIMING
---|---|---
CDM Master/CDM Manager | U0001, U0002 and 87635 are available for reporting, code validations and BP catalog recommendations. | March 12 COMPLETE
KnowledgeSource | Added CPT, HCPCS and modifiers coding validations and new ICD-10-CM coding validations and guidelines | March 13 COMPLETE
| Added new HCPCS and modifier coding validations for new lab codes | April 1 COMPLETE
Education | New COVID-19 Coronavirus brief available free via nThrive eCommerce and HealthStream – updated weekly | March 17 COMPLETE
Claims/CVS | ICD-10-CM Validation Edits and HCPCS Validation Edits added to Claims and CVS. New COVID-19 Coronavirus report built. | Claims and CVS – March 26 COMPLETE
| COVID-19 Claims Report – March 30 COMPLETE
Groupers/CCE | New Inpatient-Outpatient Code Editor (U0001 and U0002 HCPCS), Added ICD-10-CM diagnosis code U07.0, U07.1, CCE Updates | CCE – April 3 COMPLETE
| Groupers – April 15
CCA | A new rule for COVID-19 Coronavirus diagnostic tests has been created for facilities charging for diagnostic tests. Clients will need to request the rule based on charging practices. | April 6
CarePricer | Estimates for HCPCS U0001 and U0002 codes | April 15
Contract Management/ Contract Management PRO | CM and CM PRO to use U0001 and U0002 in Pricers | April 15
| CARES Act pricing changes via Grouper and Claimshop | Cares Act pricing changes: TBD
Claimshop | Claimshop to script in changes | TBD